DENVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

SUSTAINABILITY POLICY
POLICY

DEN is committed to strategically considering the long-term economic, social, and environmental impacts of all
airport activities in order to maximize long-term benefits and ensure that our success strengthens our community
stakeholders.

VALUES

1. As members of a global industry with far-reaching impacts, we will distinguish ourselves as a leader in aviation
sustainability by benchmarking our performance against other airports and promoting innovation that can be
replicated by our peers.
2. We will collaborate with all employees as well as airlines, concessionaires, tenants, and the traveling public to
increase the cumulative impact of our actions.
3. We understand DEN’s prominent position within our local, state, and regional economy and will seek sustainable
solutions that insulate our business from industry volatility. We will derive maximum business value for all
segments of our community, especially those that have been traditionally underrepresented.
4. We will use our position as one of Colorado’s leading economic engines to take the long view in considering
the potential impacts of our decisions and will ensure that economic growth does not come at the expense of
environmental protection or social responsibility.
5. We will promote systematic management of sustainability so that our activities cover the wide range of DEN
operations and support continuous improvement.
6. We appreciate that our size creates unique challenges in addition to great opportunities. We will develop DEN
Real Estate and grow to full build-out in sustainable ways that improve our economic competitiveness, create
value for our residents and neighbors, and enhance long-term resource availability and affordability.
7. We will transparently report our progress and challenges so that our community can engage in our success.
8. We will take advantage of Colorado’s intellectual capital by actively seeking partnerships with leading
institutions to promote our shared goals.
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